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WOOD

RE NEW

Renews the bright
natural beauty of wood!

+
A safe, effective cleaner designed to remove mold,
mildew and dirt from wood surfaces.
+
Makes most wood surfaces “stain ready.”
+
Helps remove “graying” caused by ultraviolet light.

+
Removes mill glaze from smooth wood surfaces.
+
Contains NO chlorine bleach.
+
Will not harm shrubs or landscaping.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
! Mix 4 cups of Wood ReNew with 5 gallons of water and stir (if
less than 5 gallons is required, mix 12 tablespoons of powder
per gallon). Wait 10 minutes to allow the solution to thicken.
Mix only enough solution to use in five hours.
! Apply solution liberally to the surface with a mop, broom or
brush. Clean from the bottom up, rinse from the top down.
! Allow solution to remain on the wood for 10 minutes. If it begins
to dry out, mist with a water hose.
! If necessary, use a broom or stiff brush to help clean the surface.
! Rinse thoroughly with a pressure washer. We strongly
recommend the use of pH Strips to verify adequate rinsing.
Heavily stained or discolored areas may need a second
application. Rinse plants shrubs and grass after use.
Eastern Division
1-800-548-3554
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! On some types of wood the cleaned surface may become
blotchy or dark. Use OXcon Blonding Agent to lighten the
color of the wood and even out the wall.
CAUTION: Keep out of reach of children. Powder is an eye
irritant.
Eye Contact: Immediately flush eyes with large amounts of water
for 15 minutes. Seek medical aid.
Skin Contact: Remove from skin and wash thoroughly. Remove
contaminated clothing.
If Swallowed: Drink large amounts of water. Do not induce
vomiting. Seek medical aid if irritation develops.

Western Division Colorado
1-800-433-8781
1-800-548-1231

Montana
1-800-479-7090

NET WEIGHT: 9.3 lbs. / 4.22 kg.

Minnesota
1-877-244-6548

Sevierville, TN
1-865-774-3307
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